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Abstract

on the differences between pixels from the output and
the ground-truth images. Instead, lower level features
from a pretrained network are considered as content representation and the correlation between feature maps are
used as style representation. The content loss together
with style loss are minimized to realize style transfer.
However, one drawback with this is the computational
complexity since generating every image requires a optimization process from the very beginning. This could
take minutes or even longer to do depending on the computation resource.

Artistic style transfer has long been an interesting
topic in computer vision research. Recently several
methods for style transfer based on convolutional neural networks have been proposed. This project aims at
understanding and implementing some of the existing
methods. More specifically we succeed in implementing the optimization based neural algorithm as well as
the real-time style transfer by training an image transformation network. We demonstrate similar results can
be generated using both methods.

Johnson et al [4] have proposed to implement photo
style transform by using feed-forward CNN. In their
work, the system consists of an image transform network and a loss network. The image transform network
is a feed-forward CNN parameterized by weights W ,
and the loss network calculates the loss based on perceptual loss functions. Given an artistic style, the image
transformation network generates the output image from
the input content image. Then a loss network would
calculate the loss function which describe how well the
output image combines both the content and style. During the training, the style image is fixed and we use a
large dataset as content image. The weights W , hence
the feed-forward networks, are trained by optimizing
the perceptual loss function. With a well-trained image
transform networks, it will directly transform an input
image into an image containing both the content and the
given style without solving an optimization problem every time.

1. Introduction
Image style transfer is a long-standing problem that
seeks to transfer the style of a reference style image onto
another input picture. In conventional computer vision
methods, it is difficult to extract the texture information
and apply style to a new image. However, the developments and understandings of convolutional neural networks (CNN) provide a different approach to phrase and
solve this problem. Recently several image style transfer
algorithms based on CNNs have been proposed.
Our project basically contains two parts. First we
aim to implement the neural style transfer algorithm by
Gatys et al [1] which is based on defining the stylized
image as the solution to an optimization problem. Then
we compare it with the Fast-Neural-Style algorithm proposed by Johnson et al [4], which solves the optimization problem in real-time by training a feed-forward image transformation network.

This real-time algorithm achieves its speed with the
compromise of flexibility, since for each style a separate image transformation network needs to be trained.
A recent work [2] from Google demonstrates the possibility of combining the flexibility of the neural algorithm of artistic style with the speed of fast style transfer
networks to allow real-time stylization using any content/style image pair. The usage of large number (80000)

2. Related work
Gatys et al [1] first suggested to generate styletransform images using perceptual loss functions. In
their work, the perceptual loss functions are not based
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in the lth layer is defined as:

of paintings as the style images in the training is one of
the key factors for their success.
Another very interesting work [6] focuses on improving the artistic style transfer to realize photo style transfer. By defining photorealistic loss, they confine the
transformation to be locally affine in colorspace which
prevent local edges in original content image to be distorted. They also introduce semantic segmentation to
ensure that style transfer happens between similar semantic components which respects the semantics of the
scene and prevents spillovers. However, this method is
based on optimization and there hasn’t been a real-time
algorithm for this so far.
When applied to video stylization, the real-time algorithm has instability problem in the sense that two adjacent frames might have different local structure. In [3],
a recurrent convolutional network is implemented which
incorporates a temporal consistency loss to suppress the
instability of prior methods.

Llc (y, ŷ) =

1 X l
(F (y) − Fijl (ŷ))2 .
Nl Ml ij ij

(1)

The definition of Eqs. 1 encourages the input and generated images to have similar feature representations,
rather than forces them to match pixel-by-pixel.
Style Reconstruction Loss. The style representation
is built by computing the correlations between different
filter responses. The feature correlations are given by
the Gram matrix Gl ∈ RNl ×Nl , where Gl is calculated
as the correlation between feature responses F l :
Glij =

1 X l l
Fik Fjk .
Nl Ml

(2)

k

where the normalization factor comes from averaging
over different filters and the length of the feature response.
If we have an input image y and a generated image ŷ,
the respective Gram matrices of them are Glij (y) and
Glij (ŷ). Then the style reconstruction loss in the lth
layer is defined as
X
El (y, ŷ) =
(Glij (y) − Glij (ŷ))2 ,
(3)

3. Methods
The style transfer problem can be defined as: given
content image yc and style image ys , how can we find a
new image y that is both close to yc in content and ys in
style. The key point in solving this problem is to mathematically define the content difference distance between
two images as well as the style distance between two images. Therefore by reducing the two distances together,
we generate a solution y which is the stylized image.
One obvious way to define the content distance is
to use per pixel loss. The problem with this though,
is that even the two images with the same content are
relatively shifted by a few pixels, the distance might
already be quite large. Another problem is that defining style distance in per pixel way is quite difficult. To
solve these problems, instead of using per pixel loss, we
will use the perceptual loss [1, 4]. More specifically, a
pre-trained VGG16 network is used to extract feature responses from the input image and the distances between
two images are defined as the difference between their
feature responses at different VGG layers.
Content Reconstruction Loss. In a convolutional
neural network, an input image x is encoded in each
layer by the filter responses to the images.Suppose that
in the layer l we have Nl distinct filters and Ml is the
total length of the feature response. The response in a
layer l can be stored in a matrix F l ∈ RNl ×Ml where
Fijl is the activation of the ith filter at position j in the
layer l. If we have an input image y and a generated image ŷ, the respective feature representations of them are
Fijl (y) and Fijl (ŷ). Then the content reconstruction loss

ij

and the total style reconstruction loss is the weighted
summation of the style reconstruction loss of every
layer,
X
Ls (y, ŷ) =
wl El .
(4)
l

Total variation loss. There’s one more loss to mention which gives penalty to local variation of the generate
P image y.β For one dimension array it’s defined as
|yi+1 − yi | , where β is usually chosen to be 1 or 2.
This can be easily generalized to two dimensional images. The total variation loss is useful to suppress noise
of the output.
In order to generate the images that mix the content
and the style, we combine Eqs. 1and Eqs. 4 together to
construct a joint loss function. Let yc and ys represent
the images that contribute the content and style respectively, we can define the joint loss function as
Ltotal (yc , ys , y) = λc Lc (yc , y)+λs Ls (ys , y)+λT V LT V (y),
(5)
where the weights are hyper-parameters that need to be
decided later on. The output image ŷ is generated by
optimizing the Eqs. 5:
ŷ = arg min Ltotal (yc , ys , y).
y

2

(6)

Figure 1. Original content image.
Figure 2. Neural algorithm with different relative style
weights: 5 × 104 , 2.5 × 105 , 5 × 105 , 106 , 2.5 × 106 , 5 × 106 .
Total variation loss is fixed at 10−5 .

Real-time algorithm. Even though the neural algorithm could generate nice stylized images, it’s very computationally expensive since every time an optimization
problem needs to be solved. Johnson et al further come
up with a different approach of style transfer by training
an image transformation network as generator and eventually generate stylized images in a feed-forward way.
The basic idea is to fix the style image ys and use a large
amount of content images to train the generator so that
it generalizes well to unseen content images. One drawback with this approach is the compromise in flexibility
since for each given style a different image transformation network needs to be trained.
Let the image transform network be parameterized
by W and the output of it denoted by fW (x) with an
input image x. Then loss function is the same as before: Ltotal (yc , ys , fW (yc )). By training the network
weights W with this perceptual loss function, eventually we would get a network that learns to add certain
style to the input content image.

Figure 3. Neural algorithm with different total variation loss
weights: 0, 10−6 , 10−5 , 10−4 , 10−3 . The relative style weight
is fixed to be 105 here. For small TV loss weight, the image contains noise locally, while for medium values, the image
is smoothed and for very large TV loss, the whole image becomes almost the same value.

experiment result can be used in choosing the visually
best style weight, which is very useful for training the
real-time image transformation network later on. Usually it takes a few minutes to converge on a Tesla K80
with 300-500 iterations while for the real-time approach,
it takes a few hours to get feedback about whether a parameter choice is good or not.
We can also perform the same experiment to pick the
total variation loss weight. From Fig. 3 we can see that
a proper weight could both suppress noise of the generated image and without forcing most the pixels to have
similar values. However, later on it turns out that the
total variation loss is more important for neural algorithm than the real-time approach, since in neural algorithm the optimization starts from a blank image with
only white noise which requires extra penalty to remove
while in real-time style transfer, the input to the image
transformation network is always the content image itself and therefore suppressing noise is not as important
here.
Reconstruction from different layers. Another way
to better understand the neural algorithm is to look at the
reconstructed image for content (set style weight to be 0)
or style (set content weight to be 0) alone from different

4. Experiments
4.1. Neural style transfer
The neural algorithm [1] for style transfer is implemented first as a baseline. There are many hyperparameters that requires tuning by hand. The most important one is the relative weight between content loss
and style loss. The total variation loss weight will
change how noisy the generated image is. Also following the choice in [1], we treat loss from different VGG
layers with the same weight.
Weights sweeping. We run the neural algorithm on
the content image 1 with different relative style weight
and the sweeping results obtained is shown in Fig. 2. As
expected, the style weight controls how much the content image gets stylized and at very large style weight,
the content information is almost completely lost. This
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volution with a nearest neighbor upsampling followed
by a convolution, which is shown to be able to remove
the checkerboard artifacts caused by transpose convolution [7].
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Training details

We resize the 80k images to 256 × 256 in Microsoft
COCO [5] training set and train our network with batch
size 4 and two epochs over the training data. The
content weight is set to be 1 and the style weight is
roughly between 104 and 105 depending on which style
we choose. The total variation weight is set to be 10−7
which doesn’t seem to influence the result much since
during training we start from content image instead of
pure noise as input to our image transformation network. As stated before, we choose relu2 2 for content
loss, relu1 2, relu2 2, relu3 3, relu4 3 for style loss with
equal weights and use Adam with learning rate 10−3 .
Our implementation is based on PyTorch and the training takes about 6 hours on Tesla K80 GPU.
Some small details that have big impacts on the final
results:

Figure 4. Content reconstruction from different layers of the
VGG16 network.

Figure 5. Style reconstruction from different layers of the VGG16 network.
Different from the
content case, this time we use multiple layers:
relu 1 2, relu 1 2+relu 2 2, relu 1 2+relu 2 2+relu 3 3,
relu 1 2+relu 2 2+relu 3 3+relu 4 3.

1. Preprocessing the input images matters, i.e., subtract the mean values and properly normalize the
data of each color channel. The reason is that pretrained neural networks depends on input image
having certain distribution to correctly excite the
neurons and extract lower level features.

layers of the VGG16 network output. More specifically,
we reconstruct the content image from layers ’relu 2 2’,
’relu 3 3’, relu 4 1’, ’relu 4 2’ and ’relu 4 3’. As we
can see from Fig. 4, for lower level feature maps, details of the original content image can be reproduced
while for higher level feature maps detailed information
is lost and the overall profile is kept. Similarly we can
reconstruct from style image only. From Fig. 5, when
higher level features are used, only the overall style information is kept without details in the original style image. This result gives instructions on how to choose
the VGG layers. For style transfer purpose, we want
to superpose an overall style onto the content image
while keeping sufficient details. Therefore, a reasonable choice would be use relu 2 2 as content layer and
relu 1 2+relu 2 2+relu 3 3+relu 4 3 as style layers.

2. Since the last layer is a convolution, the output image is not guaranteed to be bounded for RGB display. Projecting the values in range [0, 255] and
also converting to uint8 before showing the image
could get rid of noisy artifacts and save unnecessary debugging time.
3. Although not very clear why this happens, from
comparing experiment results we find that allowing the image transformation network to work in
the range of [0, 255] instead of rescaling all the images between [0, 1] actually generates much better
results and also gives better stability during training.

4.2. Real-time style transfer
4.2.2

We implemented a image transformation network
with 3 convolution layers, 5 residual layers and 3 deconvolution layers. This architecture is similar to the one
used in [4], with the differences that instance normalization instead of batch normalization is used to achieve
better results [8] as well as replacing transpose con-

Results

We trained the image transform network for 3 different
styles and the comparison between the real-time results
and the baseline results are shown in Fig 6. The style
weights for each result are 105 , 8 × 104 and 8 × 103
respectively.
4

5. Conclusion
So far we have successfully implemented the neural
style transfer as well as the real-time style transfer. We
have also made some minor modifications compared to
the original paper to achieve better results based on some
later work. The comparison between their results shows
that the real-time image transformation network is working pretty well.
For future works, there are several things that seem
interesting:
1. Implementing the photorealistic style transfer and
training a real-time feed-forward network for it.
2. Modifying the structure of the image transform network may generate better results. One possibility is
to add extra ATTENTION layers to apply different
weights to different features.

Figure 6. Comparison between baseline results and real-time
results for 3 different styles.

3. Better understand how arbitrary style transfer
works and explore the possibility of it in the context
of photorealistic style transfer instead of paintings.
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